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Welcome to fall! Sometimes fall weather is the best: not too hot,
not too cold, not too wet or too dry. This has been such a perfect summer
that even the trees are hanging on to it. The leaves are not falling yet, but
when they do, our trusty grounds crew will
take care of them. They do a great job, so
hopefully very few golf balls will be lost in the
leaves. Keep in mind that even as the weather
heads towards winter, we do keep the golf
course open whenever possible. The factors
that prevent play are frost, snow, ice, and excessive standing water. If there is frost in the
morning, please try not to walk on it. It damages the grass, and at this time of year it cannot recover properly. Otherwise, we will do everything we can to keep the course dry enough for
play. Hopefully the golf season will extend for quite a few more weeks.
All of our leagues have finished for the season, so there are lots of
available times to play golf. Speaking of leagues, it’s never too early to
start thinking about next year. If you are interested in joining a league,
please give us a call and we can give you the contact information of a
league secretary. Also, we have times available for new leagues. If you
know a few people who can meet at the same time every week, we can
reserve a time (minimum 12 people for a standing weekly reservation).
Currently, Thursday and Friday evenings are open. Keep in mind that
our course is playable for people of all abilities. It would certainly be ideal for a Thursday night couples league, for example.
If you have been enjoying our tips on golf and golf equipment, be
aware that you can access all of our newsletters in the newsletter archive
through our website: www.IHCustomgolf.com.
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At Indian Hills, we believe in fitting golf clubs to each individual
golfer’s swing. Inevitably though, once a golfer plays with a set of clubs
for a significant amount of time, they will begin to fit their swing to the
clubs. If a golf club only performs well when swung a certain way, it is
natural that the golfer will aspire to swing that way in order to achieve
good results. Generally speaking, golfers are not completely aware of this
process. They may realize that they are making adjustments with a new
club, but are not fully conscious that new habits are being ingrained with
every swing and will have consequences. When a golfer has played with
one set of clubs for a long time, habits will become deeply ingrained.

Ingraining new
habits will have
consequences.

Golf is more fun when you hit lots of good shots and shoot low
scores. Every golfer knows this, and virtually everybody tries to improve
so they can experience a few more of those good shots. In order to improve, you must be rewarded with good results when you make good
swings. This is where the golf clubs come in; if you make a technically
perfect swing and the result is less than perfect then the club did not do
its job. You probably will try to swing a little differently the next time. It
is possible for clubs that are not appropriate for a golfer to restrict or limit the golfer’s ability to improve or attain optimal performance.
Many golfers aspire to swing the driver on an in-to-out path,
which promotes a slight draw (curving left for a right hander), but some
of the new and popular models make this very difficult. The longer the
length of the club, the more difficult it is to achieve an inside path to the
ball without hitting the ground first. Since some drivers these days are
one to two inches longer than drivers of a few years ago, they have become more difficult to swing properly. Few, if any, professional golfers
use a driver longer than 46” for this reason. If you use the longer length
driver long enough, you will adapt to it. If you adjust by swinging more
out-to-in, this may not be rewarded by the rest of the clubs in the bag. In
fact it could be really detrimental.
A similar phenomenon can take place if a golfer uses a driver that
does not have enough loft. Rotating the face of the driver closed during
the swing should promote the coveted draw, but it also de-lofts the club
face, resulting in lower flight. If the ball flight is too low, the natural response is to hold the club face open instead of closing it. This will result
in higher flight, but it also creates side spin to the right: the dreaded
slice. Personally, I believe this is how most people acquire a swing that
fades or slices the ball; it was better than the low pull, so they stuck with
it.
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If you spend most of your practice time hitting irons,
they may ingrain certain swing habits also. Many older models
of irons are much heavier than modern sets. Which is better?
Everything is best for someone, but if your irons are heavier
than you need, you will likely develop a casting move. Casting,
or releasing the wrists and hands too early, is a big power drain
and leads to inconsistent contact. Often this can mean both fat
and thin contact because the hands do not lead the club head.
If, on the other hand, your irons are too light, you may develop
inconsistent tempo and a lack of feel or feedback at impact.
Usually, the next stage is a constant series of adjustments in an
effort to create a better feel, but obviously constant adjustments do not promote consistency or reliability.
If the ball flight is too low, the
natural response is to hold the
club face open instead of closing
it. This will result in higher
flight, but it also creates side
spin to the right: the dreaded
slice.

Another issue that comes up fairly often is irons that are
the wrong length for the golfer. If the clubs are too short, then a
proper swing will result in thin contact and bladed shots. The
golfer is likely to minimize leg action in order to reach down to
the ball instead of swinging through it. This usually limits power and distance, but can also make it difficult to hit the ball
straight. Seeing tall people strain to reach down to the ball is
one of my least favorite things; not just because it limits their
potential but because it can actually lead to back injuries. Golf
is hard enough without the risk of physical injury.
All golfers are constantly receiving information from
their golf clubs. Ideally the clubs will perform well and send
positive messages whenever a good swing is made; if the golf
clubs do not reward a good swing, then they are sending the
wrong message and the golfer will settle on an inferior swing
just to achieve some degree of success. Often golfers think their
current method or current equipment is just fine until they experience other options. Sometimes the clubs really are the
problem (it’s not just you!). Having clubs that are properly fit
will result in more good shots and make golf more enjoyable.
While getting used to new clubs and changing old habits can
take some time, it can really be worth it if you can improve
your game and unlock your optimal potential.
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J.C.’s COURSE NOTES
Other than the mantra of the leaves: blow- mulch-repeat, I love the fall. Sunny days and cool nights
make for green and healthy turf. This is the most important time of the year for grass, whether it is at the golf
course or your lawn. September and October are when fertilizing, aerating and weed control are most effective. We also sod and seed those areas stressed by the heat and traffic of summer.
This is when we make time for course improvements. All year we make lists of the projects that we
want to do, and when the club work slows we turn Sam loose. So far he has added several drains to #9 fairway, added sprinklers and drains to #6 fairway, and enhanced paths on #5, #6, and #7.
The most noticeable work being done is the sand trap alterations on #8. There has been some concern
that we are making them bigger and meaner, but actually I think they will be harder to get into and easier to
get out of. The redesign of the traps is the work of our good friend Gaylan Rasmussen. For several years now,
Raz has been our artistic muse. Most course changes start with him and a pen, and finish with him and a
shovel.
If the weather cooperates, the traps on #8 and the trap at #9 green should be completed around Halloween. As fall continues we hope to turn to tree trimming, grading the area to the right of #6 green and
trench work on the soggiest parts of #7 fairway. If time allows, we would like to start reducing the number of
tree stumps that dot the course.
As this is being written, we are experiencing our first hint of the weather to come. Don’t be discouraged, this means the finest golfing of all is right around the corner. I refer, of course, to Indian Summer. The
days are getting short, though. You have to be prepared. So keep the clubs in the car and have your getaway
excuses ready.
****************************
A gardening tip from Janet…
When planting bulbs this fall, use colored golf tees to remind you where and what you’ve planted.

SPECIAL !!
BUY ONE, GET ONE FREE!!
ANIMAL HEADCOVERS ($12.99)
VALID THROUGH DECEMBER 31, 2013
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Indian Hills is a 9 hole golf course that is one of Lansing area's hidden treasures. Wonderfully maintained, the golf course features lush fairways and consistently rolling
greens. Mature trees frame the fairways and strategically placed bunkers and water hazards challenge your game. Indian Hills caters to golfers of all levels. The course is short
enough for beginners to feel comfortable... while still providing a challenge for the expert player. The golf course is highlighted by abundant wildlife and numerous eye catching gardens.
At Indian Hills Custom Golf, we've been building custom golf clubs since 1979. Our professionally certified club makers Sam Anderson and J.C. Petersen can customize clubs
for golfers of all abilities, from beginners to top players. Our full service pro shop offers
a full range of club repairs, including re-gripping, extending or shortening clubs, reshafting, loft and lie adjustments and much more. Most repairs can be done promptly
and expertly within 48 hours. Custom club fitting by appointment Monday-Saturday.

Check us out on the web:
www.ihcustomgolf.com

@IndianHillsMI
www.facebook.comIndianHillsGolfCourse

Indian Hills
4887 Nakoma
Okemos, MI 48864
517-349-1010
indianhillscustomgolf@yahoo.com
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“Get Your Thrills at Indian Hills”
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